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Serial Ports 1: The UART
The UART: The heart of
serial port communications
We’ve all got serial ports on our PCs, but
because they are a well-established part of
our systems, the sophistication of serial ports
is easy to ignore. However, understanding
how a serial port works makes troubleshooting and optimizing serial connections a
whole lot easier.
Behind any serial port communication is a
UART, or Universal Asynchronous ReceiverTransmitter. A UART is generally an integrated
circuit, or part of an integrated circuit. It
contains the firmware that converts a parallel
data stream of 8-bit bytes into a serial format
of single bits, or vice versa.When transmitting
data over a serial line, the UART sends a byte’s
data one bit at a time. When receiving data
from a serial line, the UART converts the serial
data back to parallel data for the computer’s
CPU to use.
Put in the simplest terms, the UART transmits a
byte of data by breaking it into its constituent
bits, then packaging it so that the byte can be
successfully identified and reassembled by the
receiving serial port’s UART. This process is
called “framing”the byte. Next, the UART transmits the byte through the wires of the serial
connection. In addition, the UART also manages the way data is handled between the
computer’s CPU and the UART’s transmit and
receive buffers.These buffers temporarily store
bytes that are in transit, so that the CPU
receives fewer interrupt requests from the
UART, and so that the UART has fewer
input/output overrun errors.

What’s Goin’ on in That
Little UART of Yours?
In Windows, the Communications Port
Properties dialog box has line setting parameters that configure the serial port’s UART,
allowing users to set the port’s speed, the
number of data bits framed, the type of
parity the port will use, the number of stop
bits, and the type of flow control used.
Windows’ Advanced Port Settings dialog box
permits setting the trigger levels on the UART
to ensure optimum performance from the
serial port.

Data bits
RS-232 serial data can be configured to specify
the number of data bits in a frame.The number
of data bits used can be 4,5,6,7,or 8. When the
UART sends the data bits, it sends the data bits
of the byte in the order of least significant bit
to most significant bit. Most of the time, 8 bits
can be used.

Parity bits
(see diagram, p.2)

As it frames a byte for transmission, the UART
may also add a bit called a “parity bit” to
provide a means of checking that the data

received matches the data that was transmitted. RS-232 parity bits can have one of five
possible settings: none, even, odd, mark, or
space. Without matching parity settings on
both sides of a link, the receiving UART will not
make sense of the data.

Stop and start bits
When framing a byte, the UART adds bits that
indicate the start and stop of a byte. Without
these start and stop bits, the flow of serial data
would be an undifferentiated stream. Some
people talk this way, in fact. The UART adds a
start bit and either 1 or 2 stop bits. In rare cases,
1½ stop bits can be used; this setting in effect
simply holds the stop bit’s voltage for 1½ times
the duration of a single stop bit.
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Flow control
The Communications Port Settings dialog box has a setting for flow control that allows choosing
between hardware or software flow control (called “CTS/RTS” and “Xon/Xoff” respectively). Both
methods can control the flow of data between the serial port and a device such as a modem.
Hardware flow control uses dedicated lines of the serial connection to send flow control signals.
Software flow control places control signals on the same lines that the data uses, and they travel
along with the data. In most cases, hardware flow control is preferable because it is more immediately responsive than software flow control. Software flow control can be used when the serial
cable does not have dedicated control wires.

Buffers and triggers
Most serial ports on PCs today have UARTs equipped with buffers, or small portions of memory devoted to storing groups of bytes in transit through the UART. Buffers greatly improve
the efficiency of CPU/serial port interactions, and help to reduce transmission errors called
“overrun errors” that occur when a new byte arrives at a serial port before the previous byte has
left the UART.
UARTs have adjustable settings governing when data in the buffers is released. These settings are
the “trigger levels” of the UART.The trigger level for the input buffer indicates the number of bytes
of data required to be in that buffer before the CPU is asked to collect them; the trigger level for the
transmit buffer indicates the number of bytes of data remaining in that buffer before the CPU is
asked to refill it.
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Set buffer levels in Windows’ Advanced Port Settings.

UART History
In the early days of the PC, serial transmissions were handled by the 8250 UART. This early UART
had a number of limitations, including having an input register that could hold only one byte at a
time. Its successor, the 16450 UART, had the same limitation in its input register. As a result, these
UARTs were not usually capable of handling the data from newer modems that had speeds
greater than 9600 bits per second.When the data flow was faster than the UART could handle, the
chance arose of input data overruns: a character of data would still be left in the input buffer when
the next byte of data arrived, and so would be lost.
The next advance in UART design was the 16550 UART, and it remains a generally popular UART
today. This UART is capable of data speeds that can match the speeds of modems transmitting
data across conventional telephone lines.It has two 16-byte buffers, one for transmitting data, and
one for receiving data, with independently adjustable levels —called “trigger levels”—for emptying and refilling its buffers.
Later UARTs such as the 16650 and 16750 continue this evolution.The 16650 UART, used on all of
Lava’s “LavaPort” serial cards, has a 32-byte buffer; the 16750 has a 64-byte buffer. Each also has
adjustable trigger levels.
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PRODUCT SUMMARY
Serial Boards
PCI

ISA

SSerial-PCI
SSerial-PCI/LP
DSerial-PCI
DSerial-PCI/LP
Quattro-PCI
Octopus-550
LavaPort-650
LavaPort-PCI
LavaPort-Quad
SSerial-550
DSerial-550
RS422-550
LavaPort-ISA
LavaPort-PnP

Single 9-pin serial, 16550 UART
Single 25-pin serial, 16550 UART, low profile
Dual 9-pin serial, 16550 UARTs
Dual 9-pin serial, 16550 UARTs, low profile
Four-port 9-pin serial, 16550 UARTs
Eight-port 9-pin serial, 16550 UARTs
Single 9-pin serial, 16650 UART
Dual 9-pin serial, 16650 UARTs
Four-port 9-pin serial, 16650 UARTs
Single 25-pin serial, Com 1-4, 16550 UART, IRQ 3/4/5/7
Dual 9-pin serial, Com 1-4, 16550 UARTs, IRQ 2/3/4/5/7/10/11/12/15
Dual 9-pin serial, 16550 UARTs, RS422 pinout
Single 9-pin serial, Com 1-4 16650 UART, IRQ 2/3/4/5/10/11/12/15
Single 9-pin serial, 16650 UART, plug and play

Parallel Boards
PCI

ISA

Parallel-PCI
Parallel-PCI/LP
Dual Parallel-PCI
Parallel Bi-directional
Parallel-ECP/EPP

Single EPP parallel
Single EPP parallel, low profile
Dual EPP parallel
Single bi-directional parallel port, LPT 1/2/3, IRQ 5/7
Single ECP/EPP parallel, LPT 1-6, IRQ 2/3/4/5/7/10/11/12

Combo Boards
PCI

ISA

SP-PCI
2SP-PCI
LavaPort-Plus
2SP-550

Single 9-pin serial, 16550 UART + single bi-directional parallel
Dual serial (9 & 25-pin), 16550 UARTs + single EPP parallel
Dual serial (9 & 25 pin), 16650 UARTs + single EPP parallel
Dual 9-pin serial, Com 1-4, 16550 UARTs + single bi-dir. parallel, LPT 1-2

USB 2.0 & 1.1 Devices
USB 2.0 Host Adapter
Kazan
USB 1.1 Host Adapter
SPH-USB 1.1 Hub

Dual USB 2.0 ports, 480 Mbps, fits in PCI slot
Hard drive enclosure with USB 2.0-to-IDE interface
Dual USB 1.1 ports, 12 Mbps, fits in PCI slot
Three powered USB ports, parallel port, serial port, connects to USB

IEEE 1394 (FireWire®) Devices
IEEE 1394 FireHost
FireDrive®
IEEE 1394/IDE Controller

Dual IEEE 1394 ports, 400 Mbps, fits in PCI slot
Hard drive enclosure with FireWire®-to-IDE interface
FireWire®-to-IDE hard drive interface

Specialty Boards
PCI

8255-PIO

8255 PIO interface card
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